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Miss Marshall 1970
Pam Sullivan
Pam Sullivan, Richwood
senior, will reign as Miss
Marshall
1970
during
Homecoming festivities this
week-end.
The Homecoming queen, a
member of Delta Zeta sorority,
was elected with 468 votes. A
total of 1,605 students voted in
the Wednesday elections.
Serving as first nmner-up is
Niki Garnett with 458 votes.
Miss Garnett is a member of
Alpha Chi Omega sorority.
Second nmner-up is Shay
Curry, a member of Alpha Xi
Delta sorority . Miss Curry
talli~ _415 votes.

As a sidelight to the elections,
write-in candidate Mona the
Pig, ranked ninth with 214
votes.
<See pictures p. Z)

The queen and her candidates
will also be guests in the
Homecoming parade at 10 a .m .
Saturday. They will be
traveling on the queen's float
built by Panhellenic and the
Interfraternity Councils.
Debbie Curry, White Sulphur
Springs junior, is third runnerup with 341 votes. Mias Curry

was representiq Prichard
Hall.

Fourth runner-up is Helen
Zieminick, Mount Hope senior
and a member of Sigma Kappa
sorority. Miss Zieminick
received ~ votes.
Representing the Williamson
Branch is Linda McCoy,
Merrimac sophomore. Logan
Branch queen is Linda Brown,
Davin sophomore. They were
cbo6en during elections lut
week at their l'espective

tranches.

Mias Sullivan and her court
will be presented during half-

time ceremonies at the
Homec:omiq football 1ame
Saturday.
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Ho~ecoming court announced
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__ NIKI GARNETT

SHAY CURRY

1st runner up

2nd runner up

DEBBIE CURRY

HELEN ZIMINICK

3rd runner up

4th runner up
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Fraternities, sororities go all out

HOMECOMING GOES FULL
By LARRY HURLEY
Staff reporte,:

A beauty pageant, the
"Festival of Sounds," a parade,
the Homecoming football game,
a dance, and a Greek dance
round-out this weekend's
Homecoming activities.
Today's schedule begins with
the "Festival of Sounds," from
6 p.m. to midnight at Memorial
Field House. Featured are The
. Impressions, The Youngbloods
and Green Lyte Sunday, with
backup music by God's Will.
Also included in today's
schedule is the Miss · Black
Pearl (Miss BUS) Pageant to be
held at 8:30 p.m. in Smith Hall,

decorations and beer blasts at
the University Lounge, the
Woody _and the Big Green
Lounge. ,._.
Stewart Udall spoke at the
Community forum at Old Mam
Auditorium Tuesday, and

BLAST

another movie, "Bonnie and. - Kemp , s i nger-pia ni stClyde," was held Wednesday in composer-lyricist, performing
Evelyn Hollberg Smith Recital at Old Main Auditorium, as part
Hall, in conjunction with the of the Marshall Convocation
Student Union Board.
Series. A victory carnival was
Homecoming activities were sponsored and held in front of
heavy Thursday, with Emme West Hall from 3 to 7 p.m. Then

tramural Field for a pep rally
and bonfire. This was followed
by a rock rally at Central Intrao11.q.-al Field from 9 p.m. to
midnight. Music was provided
by Pegasus.
Also included in Thursday's
activities was a performance of
the Melbourne - Symphony Orchestra at the Keith-Albee
Theater, in conjunction with the
Community Artists Serie_s .

Greek adivities
mark celebration

154.

Saturday's events include a
parade beginning at 16th Street
and continuing down Fourth
Avenue, starting at 10 a.m. The
football game, Marshall vs.
Western Michigan, will be held
at 1:30 p.m. at Fairfield
Stadium, with "Miss Marshall"
being crowned at half-time. A
dance, from 9 p.m. to 1 a .m.,
will be held at Memorial Field
House, featuring the music of
the Omegas. The Greek dance
will be held at the CeredoKenova Fieldhouse from 9 p.m.
to midnight.
Homecoming concert and
r'ance tickets may be purchased
·') ID noon until 2 p.m. in
...,hawkey Student Union and
_\Vest Twin Towers lounge.
Concert Uckets are $3.50 per
· .,,rson and dance tickets are
>.1.50 per person. Four tickets,
'wo of each, may be purchased
:ur $11.
Homecoming Week got off to
a fast start Sunday with the
annual Pike's Peak at Central
Intramural Field. Other events
Sunday included a TGIF at The
Rathscheskeller, and a movie,
" La Boheme," presented by
the l\1a rshall University Arts
and Cinema Society.
Monday's events included
judging
of - Homecoming

a snake dance started in front of
the Pi Kappa Alpha house and
proceeded to 19 Street In-

....... Illy CllerlM T l -•

Alpha Xi's first
By ERNIE REED
Staff reporter

-,,.

Alpha Xi Delta sorority
won the 1970 Homecoming
House Decoration contest
with the theme, "Roll em
herd," showing Marco
Blanding beside a player
piano.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon was
runner-up with Marco
kicking the Broncos into
Astrospect.

•

1n

decorating

Other fraternities and
sororities entering
were: Alpha au Omega,
different peoples rooting
for one goal, Marshall's
victory; :zeta Beta Tau
making MU with clutched
fist and peace symbol; Phi
Mu, again with a
hand making MU saying
this is the beginning of strivi
ng for what is to be ; Sigma
Sigma Sigma symbolizing
the drug situation on

campus with slogan, "MU
has grass, Herd has the
speed, let's get aHEAD ;"
Delta :zeta, Marco kicking
a Bronco out of orbit ;
Kappa Alpha Order,
Marco and a Bronco in a
"shoot 'em up ;" and
Lambda
Chi
Alpha,
"Another
Great
Homecoming Sign By
Lambda Chi Alpha."
The contest judging was
Monday at 4 p.m.

Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity
will sponsor a cocktail party
Saturday night at the Uptowner
Inn preceeding a dance. .
.Kappa Alpha Order will have
open house after the game with
a dance at the Henry Clay Hotel
from 8 p.m. to midnight. .
.Lambda Chi Alpha will sponsor
a buffet dinner for parents and
alumni with a dance at the
Hullabaloo Club from 8 p.m. to
midnight.
Pi Kappa Alpha will join
Sigma Phi Epsilon for an allGreek dance at the CeredoKenova Field House from 8 p.m.
to midnight. . .Sigma Alpha
Epsilon will have open house ..
.In addition to the Greek dance
at C-K, Sigma Phi Epsilon will
have open house and a buffet
dinner.
Tau Kappa Epsilon will have
a buffet dinner for alumni and
parents following the contest
with a dance at the Knights of
Columbus from 8 p.m . to
midnight ...:zeta Beta Tau has a
dance scheduled for 9 p.m. to l
a .m. at the Daniel Boone Hotel
in Charleston and a open house
Sunday.
Alpha Chi Omega and Phi Mu
sororities will have reception's
following the game...Alpha Xi
Delta and Sigma Kappa will
have open house . . . Sigma
Sigma Sigma will have a buffet
dinner for its alumnae.
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Good ,
Morning
TODAY
SIGMA ALPHA ETA,
professional speech correction organization, will be
selling mums for Homecoming in the student union 9 a.m.
to noo!}_,
WWHY <l470) will have a
talk-back show 3:30-5:30
p.m. Michael Gant, student
body president, will answer
questions.
WOMEN ' S
INTERCOLLEGIATE hockey
and tennis teams will play
West Liberty at West
Liberty.
FESTIVAL OF SOUNDS at
the Memorial Field House 6
p.m. to mid-night. Music by
God's
Will,
The
Youngbloods, Green Lyte
Sunday and the Impressions.

SATURDAY
HOMECOMING PARADE,
beginning at 10 a.m. at 16th
Street and continuing down
Fourth Avenue.
MARSHALL vs. Western
Michigan, 1:30 p.m . at
Fairfield Stadium.
HOMECOMING DANCE, 9
p.m . to 1 a .m . at Memorial
Field House. Music will be
provided by the Omegas.
GREEK DANCE, 9 p.m.midnight
at
the
Ceredo-Kenova Field
House.
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fees proposals accepted
By JIM MONTGOMERY
Staff reporter

The Student Activity and
Service Fees Committee
Wednesday unanimously approved the subcommittee's
report on the "Study of Student
Activity and Service Fees" in
the president's conference room
in Old Main.
Joseph Peters, director of
finance and subcommittee
chairman, presented the report
in behalf of the subcommittee.
· The year long, in-depth study
was conducted by a studentoriented committee . The
committee members are Doris
Harvey, Logan junior; Michael
Gant, Huntington junior ;
Stephen Hinerman, Huntington
sophomore; Emil Ralbusky,
Wheeling junior; Edwin R.
Patton, Beckley junior ; Joseph
Peters, director of finance ; F ..
A. Fitch, chairman of the
department
of
physical
education, and Dr. C. W. Curris,
director of student personnel
programs.
Before the report was
presented to the main committee, a vote was taken to
decide if the Parthenon would
be allowed to attend the
meeting. The committee approved a meeting open to . the
press.
In presenting the report,
Peters noted that the most
meaningful changes were in the
Artist Series. The subcommittee's recommendations
were "to strengthen the fiscal

soundness of the program and
enhance student appreciation
and support of the Artist
Series." The recommended
changes would separate two comingled accounts, these being
the Student Artist Series and the
Community Artist Series. The
subcommittee also said it wants
to establish a system of refunds
to students for any shows
cancelled. The main point in the
Artist Series. portion of the
report was to establish a
Student Artist Series Selection
Board made up of five students,
one administrator and one
faculty member. Working with
Curtis Baxter, director of the
Artist Series, the board would
make the actual selections
concerning all programming
for the Student Artist Series.
One portion of the report
concerning the Artist Series
was changed. Dr. A. Mervin
Tyson, vice president of
academic affairs, moved that
the wording of a paragraph be
changed .
The
original
paragraph read as follows:
"The biggest single complaint
of the students was that the
Student Artist Series was not
student oriented, in that the
programs reflected only one
person's idea of what is culture,
that person being the director of
the Artist Series. The students
felt that this thinking as it
pertains to culture programs
does not reflect a cross-section
ofstudent opinion." Dr. Tyson
felt the report should not have
any personal criticism against

one man. He stated, "I dpubt
very much if the personal
criticism can be justified."
Dean Curris moved that the
paragraph be changed and the
committee unanimously approved it.
.
At this point in the meeting
Dr. Robert Hayes, dean of the
Teachers · College, asked why
The Parthenon wasn't listed as
a laboratory for journalism
students. The committee answered by saying they felt that
activity fees were the wrong
place for laboratory services.
The committee then began a
long discussion on the subcommittee's decision to keep
The Parthenon's activity fees
constant. Peters said, "The
Parthenon didn 't come up with
a strong justification for their
increase." He then went on
saying that this is "just one
reason why we need a student
publications board to oversee
all other pubiications, as well as
The Parthenon, on campus."
The publications board
would set up all rules and
regulations concerning campus
publications, according to
Peters.
Peterselaborated further on
campus publications and then
stated, "We think what The
Parthenon proposed to do was
not what the students wanted ;
they don't want a good looking
paper with color pictures. They
want a better paper with better
content."
Peters then stated that The
Parthenon bu et was the same ·

as last year, an(J that the budget ·
was based on
student
enrollment.
Some of the reasons · for
rejection of The Parthenon
increase were listed as follows:
1) The Parthenon has failed to
show any concrete evidence
that students desire to pay
additional fees for the proposed
services; 2) the committee feels
that The Parthenon has
other options to reduce cost and
still provide satisfactory service ; and 3) the purpose of the
increase as " sketchily indicated" by The Parthenon
would benefit the student staff
and not the student body.
The Chief Justice was the last
portion of the report discussed
at the meeting, and the question
was brought up as to why the
yearbook wasn't put on a
subscription basis. The committee generally agreed this
would increase the cost of the
Chief Justice and that staff
workers would suffer due to a
decrease in pay.
Dr. Tyson then moved that
the report be approved and the
committee unanimously accepted his move. The report
now goes to the president and the
Board of Regents for final
approval.
•
SCHOLARSHIP OFFER

Huntington Advertising Club
is offering two $150 scholarships, based on scholarship and
need, to advertising or
broadcasting majors.
Interested students are to
contact Dr. C. A. Kellner.

The BIG E.Y.E. IS ON THE MOVE
It is watching you, Marshall men -- and women. It has a plan for your future. The

Educators Young Executive Plan. Educators Investors Life Insurance Companies offers its

new college insurance and Savings Plan to you and thousands of other college seniors
and graduates. The E.Y.E. is a plan that considers your present modest income. The
E.Y.E. plan enables you to defer your first year's premium until your business or
professional career is launched. There are · many good life insurance and savings plans
being offered today to college people -- but the E.Y.E. stands head and shoulders above
the others. Exclusions -- there aren't any. And Servicing -- the home office is only six
blocks from Marshall's campus. The Big E.Y.E. is nearby -- to serve you and your future.
You need us.
P. S.
Your Educators Young Executive representative on
campus will contact you soon -- or, if you would like to
become an agent on your campus, contact Roy J. Meadows,
Director of the College Division:

gducalol/.d- /ln ,,,1eJ/f.· 'I,>
S:irst Huntington National Bank Arcade-Mezzanine
P.O. Box 1149
Huntington, West Virginia

'l,,, ji, //11 .)u '1~1 nre

~omjtan.y

COLLEGE DIVISION

Phone: 529-2516

EDUCATORS, .YOUNG EXECU:r.lyE PLAN
" .it
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Bronco's set for MU Homecoming
By JEFF :'l:ATHA:'I:
Starr reporter

Offensively. "Consistency has
been our weak point." he said.
"We've got some young football
Anyone who has any doubts players and they've been a little
about Western Michigan being inconsistent. but each game
ready for Marshall Saturday they get a little wiser and a little
can forget them, if Western more mature. It's just a matter
Coach Bill Doolittle is correct. of putting it together."
It's Homecoming, and the
Defense rates as the Bronco's
Herd figures to be ready to play, strong point. "We've got a real
but so will Western. "This is a strong defense. Our younger
very impor t game for us," linemen have come along real
said Doolitt , "and we 're well and we feel we have three
coming down ere with · the good linebackers. They've be-en
intent of playin a real hard making a lot of tackles.
game. because we know
Our defensive backs have
Marshall always
. We 're in been coming up with the big
a similar situation, th teams play. They ·ve intercepted 16
have lost two straight and have passes.
to come alive."
We 're basically a young team
Two weeks ago the Broncos on defense . with only two
lost a three point decision to seniors. but we feel this has to
Kent. but last week they held be our strong point."
Toledo at bay for three quarters
Overall. Doolittle says,
before losing 20--0.
"We're a large team. and we're
The Toledo loss was expected, strong physically . We 're getting
however. the defeat at Kent was more mobility all the time, and
not. "We had a couple of kids this is the big thing in football
injured during the game," said today."
Doolittle. "We only brought five
As for Marshall, Doolittle
running backs with us, becaus{
we felt that this was an area
where we were strong. but three
of them got hurt and we had to
play sophomores. Then we got
fumbleitis."
The Broncos operate out of
the "Houston Veer" offense,
which Doolittle describes as an
offense based on the quick hitter
and option play.

Slogans give
team . spirit
WDLOH. It isn't some kind of
secret code. but it is a set of
letters which have been hanging
on the football office door this
week. one of several which have
appeared since the season
began.
This week ·s puzzle translated
has two meanings. The football
coaches say it means "We don't
lose on Homecoming." but
secretaries. Phyllis Turner and
Cathie Fisher. say it means
"We do love our Herd."
This week's letter's were
Coach Shorty Moss's invention
as were the IWAR <I want a
Redskin > of the week before the
Miami game.
This week the coaches have
added an extra incentive with
addition of several quotes on
what a good football player is.
In addition. a drawing of Ted
Grignon . WMU quarterback. is
hanging on the door. Coming
from his mouth in cartoon
character fashion are two
statements.
The first says. "Will you
please make me and all my
receivers All-American-like you
have been doing from week to
week? We would also like to set
some new one game passing
and receiving records-just like
everybody else is doing. Also
Roger 'Ramjet' Lawson would
like to rush for over 100 yards
again this week."
The other says. " If you are
nice to us - we might let you
back in the MAC in 4 or 5
years.
A few of the quotes hanging on
the door are. " If better is
possible. good is not good
enough." and "There is no T
team" and "The impossible is
what no one can do until
someone does it." and "Winners
do not count on breaks. they
make breaks count."
Others include. "The person
who wants to do something .
finds a way. the other kind finds
an excuse." and "When you are

tr~--41.~i~~-, x~

surrenaer.

says. "They're a pretty good shoulder and knee injuries.
Back in Huntington. the Herd
football team . Our scouts
definitely felt they should have offense is expected to be
bolstered by the return of
beaten Louisville.
"I know Coach Tolley and Flanker Jack Repasy, out since
Coach Kokor who were on my the Toledo game with a
staff when I was coaching high shoulder injury.
His presence is especially
school in Mansfield, Ohio .
They've got a good coaching important after last week's
game with Louisville in which
staff.
"That Shoebridge is a Herd receivers dropped 11
tremendous athlete, and our passes, many in crucial
scouts feel they've found a situations.
"We've already dropped
couple of running backs. We
were impressed by .their more passes than we did all last
defense. They have a couple of year," said Coach Rick Tolley.
Tolley is expecting a tough
real good kids on that defensive
game with the Broncos, and
unit."
Fullback Roger Lawson is reflected Doolittle's sentiments
Western 's leading rusher in saying Western is "big,
averaging 6.1 yards per carry, strong and physical."
Western has been known
on 95 carries for 577 yards.
Halfback Bobby Ezelle. who has more for it's defense all season;
been hampered by a bad knee, and because of the Bronco's
has gained 197 yards for a 7.9 "depth and size."
Tolley says the Herd will
average.
A big plus for Western will be throw more this weekend. "We
the physical improvement of expect to have a much better
tackles Jon Bull and Dick throwing game this week," he
Lawson, who were hampered by said. "I expect the football in

PEOPLE JUDIE
THE STUFF
YOU'RE MID.E·OF
BY WHIT
YOU COVER IT WITH.
How is anyone going to know you're.
a bright, forward-thinlcmg guy if you
wear dull, antiquated clothes?
What you need is a clothing maker
who knows how to design the bright,
gutsy clothes young men are wearing
these days.
We recommend Cricketeer.
What's more, in this year of fashion
upheaval, Cricketeer knows exactly
how wide your lapels should be, how
high your vent should be and that a
shaped blazer like the one in the picture should have 6 buttons.
We will see to it that the man you
are inside is never short-changed by
the man you are outside.

CRICKETEER®

Tri-State's Fintst Mt• '.s Stwt
~
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the air more this week, than all
year .
As is with Marshall. the
Bronco offense has been
somewhat
of
a
disappointment. but is now starting
to come around. "They set a
school offensive record last
year with 3400 yards," said
Tolley, "and they expect to
break it this year."
Probable starters for Western
are, split end, Bob Thomas (170senior) ; left tackle. Jon Bull
<230 senior) ; left guard, Larry
Ulmer <240-sophomore) ; center ,
John Geiger <220-junior>; right
guard, Bob Daniels ( 275sophomore); right tackle, Bob
Lintjer <215-junior); tight end,
Greg Fla ska ( 209-senior >;
flanker, Dave Hallarbin 069· ·
junior); halfback, Ken Watson (201-junior); fullback ,
Roger Lawson, (200-juniorl;
and quarterback, Ted Grignon
<173-junior >.
Ticket Manager Jim Hodges
reports that good seats are still
available.

.----------
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Beats•••••••
, Pride program <produces
~~~-t~~ .

,;

Crystal ball
strilces again

••• high
•

Last week saw only a .500 percentage in the fourth week of
predicting, but never-the-less, there were some bright spots.
For instance, if you consult last week's predictions, you will find
that I predicted Morehead over Fairmont 28-7. The final in that one
was 'l:7-7. Also, winless East Carolina came within three points of
making the upset pick of the week come true. They lost to Southern
Illinois on conversion points, 14-12.
Other correct picks included Toledo over Western Michigan and
BG over Kent. If you'll recall , I picked Western Michigan to give
the undefeated Rockets all they wanted and with only 10 minutes
left in the game the sc:ore was tied 0-0. The Rockets, capitalized
on WMU mistakes in the final moments of the game to win going
away 20-0.
Other misses include Ohio's stunning upset of Miami and Marshall's loss to Louisville. After two weeks of horrible results, I feel
the odds are all for a good week, so with renewed confidence, here
we go.
WESTERN MICHIGAN 24-MARSHALL 20-The Broncos are a
better football team than their 3--3 record. With a squad of n
players, and an offensive line with tackles weighing 240 and 250, I
regretfully don't believe the Herd will have the depth to win.
TOLEDO 30-KENT STATElO-Toledo is 19th in the nation, the
Flashes are having a down year. An upset here seems almost
impossible.
MIAMI 20 BOWLING GREEN 18 - The Falcons will be up after
winning their first game last week, but Miami won't be upset two
weeks in a row.
RICHMOND 35-EAST CAROLINA 14 - The Spiders are the class
of the Southern Conference, and East Carolina has not won a game.
It shouldn't even be close.
OHIO 21-CINCINNATI 12 - The surprising Bobcats beat Miami
las t week, and Dayton the week before. It may be close, but not
close enough for Cincinnati.
·
·
XAVIER 26-TAMPA 24- Upset of the week.
THUNDERING THUMB THUMPERS

The triplet 's pet grasshopper cast a terrible spell on your favorite
football forecasters last week. Results : a 1-6 record and one well
thumped grasshopper.
While drinking our hallucinaginic grasshopper wine the following
revelation occurred to the Th·u mpers : Western Michigan 24,
Marshall 17.
T . U. being synonymous with TD, and Kent State currently being
under a 100-year hex will yield a final score: Toledo 21, Kent State

Homecoming hopes

By RICHARD DARDINGER

Feature writer

Many football coaches will
tell you that the difference
between winning and losing can
often be small. The team which
is ~little more ready to play will
usually come out on top.
How to get a team ready to
play is a problem faced by all
coaches, and the Marshall staff
has come up with some interesting solutions.
Hard work, game planning,
and pride-building, are the
three elements to winning
football , according to Head
Coach Rick Tolley and his staff.
Hard work is taken care of in
practice. Game planning
requires long hours of tutoring
by the coaches and attending
extra meetings by the players.
Building pride is another
matter. Pride must be present
in a player initially. "We just
try to add to the pride that is
already there", says Coach
Tolley.
This pride-building can appear in many forms. Those who
were on campus last year might
remember the "Stop the
streak" campaign started by
the coaches. That one was
highly successful , so the
coaches have been working
hard this year to come up with
something new for each game.
K.T.D.S.L. (censored ) was
the motto used for the
Morehead game. Then when
Toledo was the foe, the team
went out to S.E.T.W. (score
enough to win> . The Miami
game was prepar-ed ·for , by wearing signs the week befoz:e

announcing I.W.A.R. (I want a
Redskin) .
Due to the poor showing by
the offense against Miami, it
was decided by the coaches that
the Louisville game would be
Offensive pride day. That week
in practice each man wore a
message in capital letters on his
helmet which would help him
get ready for the game.
I.W.C.B. <I will come back),
I.W.W.T.I . <I will work to improve), I.W.R.P.P.R. (I will run
perfect pass routes> , and
W.W.G.I.T. (we will get it
together), were just a few that
were used.
The messages were thought
up as a " group effort" by the
coaches according to Assistant
Coach Jim "Shorty" Moss.
Another device used by the
coaches to instill pride in the
team is a thing called a "pride

board." On this board is a list of
10 items which the coaches
consider important to winning
football. After each game if the
team has done what each item
calls for, that block is darkened
in for that game. "This shows
.t he boys what they have to do to
win" , said Tolley.
So what is in store for this
week '? "Well, Marshall
started something last year by
winning its homecoming, and it
sure would be nice to win again
this year," said Bob Patterson,
a tight end on the squad. So the
motto this week is W.D.L.O.H.
( we
don't
lose
on
Homecoming) . If the whole
student body gets behind the
team maybe we can make it two
in a row for homecoming victories.
L.A.B .M. (let's all back
Marshall )

Do your own thing
Unfinished Furniture
Tri-State's largest selection
More than 200 styles in stock
Finish it iust the way you want it
10%discount to students with 1.0.
Good until October 31

~

rn moo~

FURNJTUR E COMPANY
1921 THIRD AVENUE

7.

adv.

West Virginia, by trying very hard, lost the Old Molten Metal
Bucket last week. This week the Colorado State team, coming out of
the thin air of Rockies, will have trouble in the smog filled air of the
Monongahela Valley : WVU 38, Colorado State 21.
Bowling Green will be red-faced after the Miami skins bowl them
over, 17-7.
Our down South special, South Mississippi will prove that its
victory last week was no fluke ; Southern Mississippi 24, Mississippi
State 17.

Outlook for trade team favorable
" We're not going to set the
world on fire, but we'll do better
than last year," said Track
Coach Marvin Fink.
If the' l971 track team lives up
to Fink's expectations, it will
rewrite the ·r ecord book.
MU's 1970 team broke 17
Marshall indoor and outdoor
records . Bill Hill , who
graduated last year, was the
leader, breaking five records .
He was followed by Eddie
Main, Chuck Marshall, Steve
Rule , and Nate Ruffin, who
broke four records each.
Dave Emery set the only field
r ecord, by bettering the
hammer throw distance.
The 1971 team is getting a
boost in the form of Eddie
Vaugh and Dave Pugh . Vaugh,
Saint Mary's freshman, set a
West Virginia state record in
the pole vault as a senior in high
school.
The track team is now un-

dergoing a three day conditioning program each week.
According to Fink, it will be
stepped up to five days in two
weeks.
Adv.
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By :-.;A:-.;CY MEA:-.;s

Staff reporter

"Some very helpful things
happened," said the Rev.
George Sublette ; Baptist
campus pastor, concerning the
police-student seminar Wednesday afternoon at the Campus
Christian Center. · "Most important was that we dealt with
some negative, hostile feelings
that are crucial."
However. Dale Lawson.
Beckley unclassified student.
disagreed by terming the
seminar
"relatively
unsuccessful. I thought it was far
less than it could be. The
Christian Center fulfilled its
Christian obligation to the
liberal cause--half-way."
Approximately 100 personsstudents. policemen. Huntington property owners and
city officials--attended the
seminar to discuss "what
happened ?" concerning the
Oct. 8 disturbance.
Widely covered by local news
media. the seminar was
designed to create lines of
communication between police
. and students.
Moderated by Rev. Sublette,
the panel included Huntington
Chief of Police G. H.
Kleinknecht. Sgt. W. H.
Donohoe. commander of the
Cabell County state police
detachment; Frank Julian.
acting dean of students: Larry
McNeely. Huntington graduate
student and member of the
Huntington Area Drug Council :
Neal Borgmeyer. Huntington
junior and Joe Lazear. Pittsburgh. Pa .. junior and student
senator .
The format for discussion
was question--answer between
panel members themselves and
the audience . Both general
questions and specific problems
were·discussed.
Lazear
asked
the
requirements and selection
methods for Huntington police.
Kleinknecht explained the
screening process and added
that only one out of 15 applicants fills a vacancy. State
Trooper Donahoe said the " the

type of man that is a policeman
is the same kind of person who
goes to school here."
A local attorney asked how
and how quickly students could
get a parade permit for a
demonstration. Kleinknecht
explained that one can march
on the sidewalk freely as long as
he is not blocking traffic, but to
street marching requires a
permit from City Council. He
estimated one day was needed
to obtain one.
McNeely inquired about the
changed attitudes of city police
and the more frequent patroling
of the Fourth Avenue and the
campus area . Complaints by
residents and passers-by on
Fourth Avenue had often been
registered
with
police,
Kleinknecht explained . Offenses included riding motorcycles on the sidewalks and
playing frisbee in the middle of
the street.
Police officers were sent to
Fourth Avenue about two weeks
prior to the. disturbance to talk
to students. Kleinknecht said
they spent from 10 p.m . - 3 a .m.
discussing complaints with
some 40-50 students and asking
their cooperation, which
students then agreed to supply.
But. he added, apparently it
didn't help.
The police chief also said that
during the drug raids two doors
were broken in and a hole was
accidently knocked in a wall by
a slamming door. But such
reports as a hole knocked in the
ceiling by police were "false"
because the hole "was already
there."
· No reports of police
destruction have formally been
filed at the police station except
damage to a coat. An audience
member referred to the kicking
in of doors as a "Nazi form" of
enforcement and said "it was
not justified."
Borgmeyer asked why police
left the scene about 8 p.m., "let
it build up." and then returned
about 9 p.m. Since a large
number of students had
gathered and rocks and bottles
were being thrown at the
_I~licemen. Kleinknecht said

they were ordered to leave. "We
hoped by leaving it would stop.
but it did not," he added.
Donahoe stated that' anyone
not immediately and peacefully
leaving the scene was guilty of
inciting to riot. He then met
with an array of questions as to
why students were not given
time to leave.
· Heansweredthatwhen·hewas
"watching rocks. and bottles
bounce off my helmet .and
shinbones" there was no time
for "a countdown on watches."
He said he saw the situation
"needed to be put under control."
Audience participants
complained "state cops were
waiting for us when we tried to
leave." At first Donahoe emiitatically said there were no
police on campus at that time.
However, Lazear said he saw
police moving up from the
Campus Christian Center area
"pushing toward Fourth
Avenue. Kids were arrested as
part of the riot when they were
walking back to the dorms. A
girl in her night gown and coat
was arrested and I hardly think
she was part of the riot."
John
Womack,
Nitro
sophomore and student senator,
agreed with Lazear and added,
"We weren't arrested because
we were talking to Dean
Curris."
Donahoe then admitted that
perhaps there were some police
on campus. Later police were
"sent out in groups to arrest
whoever we could" while
patroling the campus-Fourth
Avenue area.
Another student in the
audience asked about rumors
that Huntington city · officials
were armed during the riot.
City Manager Edward A.
Ewing, a member of the
audience, said he had carried a
.38 automatic pistol at the
disturbance and held it on some
people in an apartment after he
had caught them throwing
rocks.
Another student accused him
of being seen with the gun on the
street while he was blinded with
tear gas. Ewing said at that

time the gun "was on safety and
not cocked. There was no
chance in the world of that gun
going off. "
A Huntington property owner
said he and the townspeople had
built the town and paved the
streets and that their sons and
daughters went to Marshall. "If
you want to tear up the
University, it's all right, but
when you come off the campus,
you're stepping on my feet."
Lazear added at this point
that it was "your sons and
daughters" who were out on
Oct. 8. Another female student
said that Marshall students pay
taxes too, not only property
owners.
The formal session ended
with students still calling out
such questions as, "What if we
were leaving--why were we
arrested?" and "Why did the
police enter the dorms?"
However, an informal talk
session was held afterward with

several students staying to tai'
further with the police, the city
manager, and property owners.
Charles Ramsey, Huntington
freshman , said , " Police
responses were vague, but so
were the questions. Students
just found a nice way to call the
cops 'pigs', and the cops had a
nice way to return the compliment."
The next phase of the
seminars will be a movie, "Law
and Order," presented Wednesday at the Christian Center.
Adv.
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Students will
help Curris
ByCHARLESFERGVSOS
Staff reporter

" Within the next week 12 students will be chosen to constitute a
cross section of the University community in an advisory
capacity," according to Dr. Constantine W. Curris. director -of
student personnel programs.
.
Dr. Curris said the Office of Student Personnel Programs 1s now
screening "20 to 30 names of students, of which 12 will be chosen to
serve on a Student Advisory Committee for a one-year basis." _
He explained the committee will serve in an advisory sense to the
Office of Student Personnel Programs and "more specifically to
me as director of this office."
Dr. Curris outlined three purposes of the committee.
The first reason for forming the committee is to improve communications between students and the University administration,
Dr. Curris said.
He explained the second purpose involves the Student ~dvis~ry
Committee constituting students from all parts of the Umv_ers1ty
community. Dr. Curris said these students each ha~e ~ve~e
backgrounds and interests and he feels better commumcahon _will
result from the airing of these factors.
.
The third reason is to ·'elicit advice and recommendations from
students on how the University can better meet the needs of
Marshall students.''
Dr. Curris said that "as the University grows larger, so does the
communications problem." "Especially during recent years it has
been difficult for students to have a common unity," Dr. Curris
said. He pointed out that "there are more different types of persons
on campus now who have different values than students possessed
several years ago."
. .
Dr. Curris feels "there is a danger of polarization on cam1;ms
because of a lack of togetherness. Organizations are pulling ·
together instead of spreading out to reach other.students."
He said "we need to restore and strengthen the s<;nse of community within the University." He said his office " needs more
contacts to be better involved in the life of the student.'' Dr. Curris
said his office "is especially concerned with getting input and
feedback from students." He feels through this method the Office of
Student Personnel Programs can better study and evaluate the
reception by students of the programs his omc~ already has
initiated and being provided.

Bond confirms he's
being considered
Ry GARY RA:\ISEY
Starr reporter

'
Dr. Richard R. Bond, vice
president of Illinois State
University,
confirmed
speculation yesterday that _h e is
under consideration for the
presidency
of . Marshall
University.
Dr: Bond, a West Virginia
native. graduated from Salem
College in 1948 and received his
masters from West Virginia

-University in 1949.
Bond referred all questions to
·or. Prince Woodard, chancellor
of the West Virginia Board of
Regents, who could not be
reached for comment.
Dr. Bond said that he had not
talked to Dr. Woodard since the .
last time· "I was down· there."
One time professor and administrator·at Milton College in
Wisconsin, Salem· College, and
the University of Michigan, he
is now .the vice president and
dean of faculties at ISU.

·ccc to

•
hold seminar

will introduce student
entertainment.
Rev. Hardin W. King,
Presbyterian campus
pastor. will coordinate
Sunday services which will
begin at 9:45 a.m. with
Catholic Mass led by
Father Scott.
Reverend King said the
Unitarian class will be 9: 45
a.m. Sunday with Bernard
F. Cleveland, associate
professor of social studies .
and president of the class,
and Dr. Ben W. Hope,
professor of speech and
program chairman,
coordinating the service.
A coffee house will be at
10:15 a.m. for Catholics

By DEAS WALLER
· Staff Reporter

A seminar to study the
effects of mass media in
today's society. a coffee
house. and Sunday contemporary worship services are a few of the activities this weekend at the
Campus Christian Center.
Father Robert T. Scott;
campus priest, said that
confessions will be 5 p.m.
and Mass at 6 p.m.
Saturday at the CCC.
Stephen Fair, McMechen
sophomore, will coordinate
the coffee house program
at 9 p.m. Saturday which

Threats close classes
A phoned-in bomb threat
Wednesday night at Smith Hall
disrupted classes and the
"Bonnie and Clyde" movie
being shown in the Smith Hall
Music Auditorium. About 200
hundred
students
were
evacuated from the building
including a capacity crowd
watching the movie.
·
The phone call was placed to
the Huntington Fire Department around 7:45 p.m. The
building was then searched by
members of the Marshall
campus police and a deputy fire
chief.
The building was closed for
12 hours. Classes were resumed
in Smith Hall Thursday morning.
.
Thursday morning Northcott
Hall was evacuated for another
bomb threat. The call was
received around 11 a.m. and the
Marshall campus police started
searching the building after
!>tudents were outside.

The bomb was to have gone
off around noon. The building
was kept locked until 1 p.m .
Captain Paul Bloss and the
campus police are investigating
the threats.
The placing of a false bomb
threat is punishable by a fine of
no less than $50 and not more
than $500, a jail term of no less
than a year, or both the fine and
the jail sentence.
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coming from Mass and
Protestants going to
worship.
An ecumenical service
will begin at 10:45 a .m.
with a contemporary
service of music, scripture
reading, and prayer with
dramatic skits in an effort
to find a new "experience"
in modern worship, according to Reverend King.
Robin Griffith, Bluefield
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a Sunday supper and
worship service at 5:30
p.m.
A creative worship
service will be from 6: 20 to
6:45 p.m. under the
direction of Kitty Hungate.
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Curriculum gets many changes
By :VIAHTI VOGEL
:Vlanaging editor

Marshall has made several
large strides in the area of
changing curriculums over the
past 10 years.
Two new colleges have been
formed , departments have been
reorganized and several new
courses have been added.
In 1960 the College of Applied
Science was set up a nd offers
courses in the fields of
engineering, nursing, medical
technology and cytotechnology.
The
newest
area
is
cytotechnology , which is a
development of skills in the
area of. cancer detection. The
curriculum is approved by the
American Medical Association
and the first two graduates
were last summer. The course
can either be a two or four year
program.
THE CIVIL engineering and
nursing programs both received
accreditation in 1969.
The School of Business was
organized into a separate
college in 1969.
It offers two year degrees in
accounting, retailing and
secretarial and four year
degrees
in
accounting,
management , marketing ,
banking and finance and
secretarial. There is also a
masters program with degrees
in accounting, economics,
finance and management.
Approval for the organization
of a school of Business was
given by the Board of
Education when it approved the
College of Applied Science,
according to Dr. A. Mervin
Tyson , vice president of
academic affairs. The intervening time was spent in
getting faculty , developing
curriculum and developing
organization.
SEVERAL CHANGES have
been made in the Teachers
College also, according to Dr.
Tyson.
Teachers College used to be
organized into two divisions
only, secondary and elementary.
Now
there
are
specialization areas such as
special education for dealing
with mentally retarded or
physic a lly handicapped
children ; early childhood
training for nursery and kin-

dergarten
teacher s
and
counseling and guidance under
the
counseling
and
rehabili tation program.
"There is a new pattern of
teacher preparation now · with
combined teaching and a single
comprehensive field," said Dr.
Tyson.
IN SECONDARY education a
student can either choose the
traditional two fields or he can
take one field and concentrate
in it such as social studies and
language arts.
Also in Teachers College
there is a new program in safety
education, organized in the
physical education department.
Courses included in this
program are drivers education,
traffic safety and industrial
safety.
The College of Arts and
Sciences has also had many
changes over the years. At
present there is an Arts and
Sciences curriculum committee
that is considering changes. It
wants to eliminate some of the
rigid requirements and give
more choice to students. It
would like to give those who
want it a greater concentration
in one field and also make it
possible for those who wish it, to
get a broader view.
"FLEXIBILITY IS certainly
a central concept in this Arts
and Sciences Committee," said
Dr. Tyson.
One change that has been
made by the committee is the
elimination of the 72 hour limit
in certain .divisions. Formerly a

student could have only 72.hours
in either the fields of
humanities, sciences or social
studies.
Several new courses nave
been organized while other
fields have been reorganized.
The field of anthropology has
been introduced to the sociology
department. There has also
been added an emphasis on
social work with hopes for a
major in social work some day.
THE DEPARTMENTS~

botany. biology and zoology
used to be separate and now
have been combined into one
department of biological
sciences.
11

• • • a new pattern
of preparation . . .
Flexibility
is
a centra I concept. . . " Tyson

however . take studies with an
emphasis in certain phases.
An international affairs
major has been developed. The
major takes courses in political
science, economics , history,
geography
and
modern
languages.
THE BLACK studies area has
been developed in just the past
two years. Now there are 33,
hours of black studies taught in
several departments. It is a n
interdisiplinary program and
there is no major in it. The basic
studies are taught in two
semesters, the first is the Negro
and American Culture and the
second is the American NegroMen and Issues. Other courses
are taught in history, English,
political science, sociology and
speech.
The department of speech has
developed new areas of emphasis such as theatre, speech
therapy and radio-television.
Two new masters programs
have also been set up rec~ n_t_ly_:__

The three modern languages
have also been combined into
one department as have the
classical languages.
Economics, which used to be
a part of the business ad. minis tration department, is
now in the College of Arts and
Sciences with its own major.
Advertising used to be under
three different departments,
speech, business and journalism. Now it has all been
concentrated in the journalism
department. The student can,

The two are the MBA, the
masters of business . administration and the MAJ, the
master of arts in Journalism.
Also the number of fields offering masters degrees has
been increased. Now there are
30 different departments offering masters.
NEW COURSES are being
added all the time, but the
procedure is lengthy. First the
course must be submitted to the
department chairman for approval. Then the faculty
committee -in the appropriate
college must approve the
course. Next it • must be approved by the Academic
Planning and Standards
Committee. If it is a graduate
program, the graduate council
must approve it . Finally, the
president must approve it
before it becomes operative.
If it is a new program, rather
than just a course, the Board of
Regents must approve it after
_!!le. president.
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Greeks are necessarily
•
1n the midst of changing
and independents must exist
before everyone's talents could
be fully utilized.
One answer is being sought in
joint meetings such as the
recent Greek-independent rally,
she said.
"Other projects are being
planned for the coming year
with hopes of including more
independents. ffowever , no
long-range plans have been
made due to the newness of the
Greek Council."
Another obvious change on
the campus of today is that
freshmen no loru!er come to

By GRACE MOORE
Feature writer ·

1950---Hazing and pledge
harassment,
racial
and
religious discrimination, obvious social class barriers,
sterotyped image, and a
predominantly social outlook.
1970--Selection upon individual merit, positive pledge
programs, campus and community involvement, more
individualism, and a positive
attitude toward change.
The Greek system has experienced many modifications,
but Greek leaders agree that
the role of the Greek system on
campus is now necessarily in
the midst of change.
Almost every existing social
system of our nation has been
attacked · in 1970. Concerned
young people are questioning
the existence of American
ideals of individuality and free
expression
within
these
systems, and for this reason
fraternities and sororities are
now being criticized.
In an interview with
Jocelynne McCall, Glen Ellyn,
Ill., senior and president of
Panhellenic Council, and Pat
Farrell , Hinton senior and
president of Greek Council, this
situation was discussed in
relation to Marshall's campus.
They agreed further change
was necessary.
Farrell pointed out that the
first change came from within
the groups.
"At one time we tried to unite
a pledge class by physical
harassment. Hazing has now
been eliminated and we have
moved from a negative to a
positive approach in pledge
training," he said.
Dr. Hans G. Reichl, assistant
dean of men of the University of
Southern · California, has
described the difference in the
two approaches.
"The negative program says:
Let them prove to us that they
want to be members," he said.
The positive program is
described as "treating pledges
like men" because the chapter
believes them to be good
prospects for membership, and
realizes that a pledge's " total
university experience, including that in the fraternity, is
the food on which he grows as a
maturing adult."
Farrell said it was obvious the
" negative approach also led to
alienation between the Greek
organizations, and the continued positive approach improved this situation."
Miss McCall said the newly
established Greek Council,
which consists of representatives from all sororities and
fraternities on campus, has
helped "to break down barriers
between groups, facilitate
exchange of ideas, and reduce
rivalry."
They agreed that there is a
new unity among Greek
chapters here.
But to non-Greeks this new
unity means very little.
How will it affect them?
Farrell and Miss McCall said
this is a question concerned
Greeks and independents want
to try to answer this year.
" When Greeks a r e not
fighting among themselves,
they can better devote their
iti~;._}~ni:we~ ~ ~-IOf,,
p~_l5blems 01 di~aimpus, sato
•miss Mt!Call. ''But;" she em0
phasized that a good working
relationship between Greeks

person-to-person rush, in which
sorority wome:i and rushees did
not "feel so hampered by so
many rules'' and were placed in
a more informal situation.
She felt this was part of the
reason "a higher percentage of
girls pledged during this rush
than ever before in the history
of Marshall's Panhellenic."
It was also the first time a
sorority here has issued a bid to
a black woman, she said.
But many non-Greeks still
view these Greek reforms as
results of outside pressures, and
are taking these changes "with
a grain of salt."
Miss McCall and Farrell
agreed that the challenge now
to the Greek system is to prove
the sincerity of the new ideas
and reforms.
Miss McCall viewed the
modifications as the result of an
effort to "make the Greek
system relevant to society
today."
Farrell summed it up this
way : "At first it took a combination of outside forces to
open our eyes, but after this we
realized our potential. We too

The systan-

is it dying?
school "green." They are more
informed and mature than
previous freshmen classes, and
view themselves as individuals,
said Miss McCall.
How is the Greek system
making itself relevant to this
changing situation?
Farrell said leadership and
individualism are needed within
any
Greek
organization
"because no matter how big or
small a member's job may be, it
is important to the function of
that organization. As the saying
goes, a group can only be as
strong as its weakest link, and
therefore each individual is
directly responsible for the
success of the group."
As for campus involvement,
Miss McCall said it will be
observed that Greeks are
"spending less time with crepe
paper and chicken wire in order
to devote time where we are
needed. Being structured as we
are. we are well organized to
provide manpower for campus
and community projects, and
there is now more willingness to
do so."
She said Greeks are trying to
escape their stereotyped
images. "One example of this
were the changes in this fall 's
rush," she said. She described it
as being a more open and

fflE IMAGE
Old sterotypes are chan in
can initiate reform through lilll•iliiiliiiiiilia_ _ _ _ __

developing good campus
leadership, social and political.
"We, viewed as part of the
establishment, are being
challenged. But . we too can
challenge - reform for the sake
of improvement and not
destruction, and programmatic
reconstruction to rebuild where
torn down. We know many
· people feel this way, Greek and
non-Greek, and together we can
better face the problems of
today."

BE SOMEONE
SPECIAL
Be a

Nancy Taylor
Career Girt•••
Century College
536 Fifth Avenue 529-2451
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Student Center programs planned.
By LESLIE FLOWERS
News editor
and
GRACE MOORE

Starf reporter

When the new Student Center
opens its doors for· the first time
this spring it will have
something for everyone. From
quiet study lounges to work
rooms to the Rathskeller coffeehouse, the building will include a nook or cranny to fit
' every need.
But the union is designed to be
not " just a building" but rather
a place where all members of
the university communi tystudents ,
faculty ,
administration , alumni, staff and
guests--can "come together" to
better know and understand one
another. And the programs and
activities· planned by the seven
committees of the Student
Center Program Board are
being organized to implement
this philosophy.
Most of the activities are still
in the planning stages. The
Cine ma Arts Committee,
however, has already presented
several films and have three
more scheduled this semester :
"Cool Hand Luke," Nov. 13,
" Blow Up," Dec. 11, " The
Boston Strangler," Jan. 8.

The Student
Center Board

is currently
trying to
organize
a calendar.

According
to
Donna
Gassaway, Moundsville junior
and chairman of the Student
Center Program Board, the
Forum committee hopes to
invite local people- "we'd like to
bring in the police chief"--to
speak, in an effort to improve
relations between Marshall and
the city. Speakers from other
schools will be asked to discuss
problems confronting
universities today and how
these problems have been
handled on their campuses.
The Publicity committee will
have a dual role. While keeping
the students informed of the
Center's programs and activitfes it will also provide
experience for those students
interested in the fields of cartooning , graphic art and
communications.

Sf'~· \'ork--1.ondon
Parii.--St'w \ "ork
Summf'r. l!IH s2:io
:\larshall group night
Kox :111m. lhmtinglon. 2:;;02

The Student Center Board is
currently trying to organize a
calendar, to be issued to every
student. The calendar would
serve as a reference to students
for dates of organizational
meetings, dances a nd various
other campus events.
Two bulletin boards, donated
to the student center by the
National Entertainment Conference, will be used as "allactivities boards."
" We hope to keep track of all
events open to the University
community by keeping these
boards up-to-date," says Miss
Gassaway.
The bulletin boards, located
in the student union and Smith
Hall lounge , will be posted with
notices of educational and
social affairs of the institution.
A monthly calendar of activities will also be exhibited in
front of the union and published
in the Parthenon , "This
calendar will be assembled
each month by Joe Kiser,
Beckley freshman, in charge of
program board publicity."
"To make this cale ndar
complete, all organizations ,
groups, and committees are
asked to turn in announcements
of scheduled activities immediately," she says. " As information is made available it
will be incorporated into the
calendar and posted on the
bulletin boards."
Miss Gassaway asks that
second semester activity announcements be submitted " in
order to plan student union
activities around them."
Information may be s ubmitted to the Office of Student
Activities and Programming,
placed in the Student Center
Planning Board mailbox in Old
Main, or telephoned to Joe
Kiser at 696-3655.
One of the main centers of
activity at the new center wiH
be the Rathskeller , a combination coffeehouse and
tavern, to be located in the
basement of the Center. A
variety of entertainment is
planned, including folk singing,
poetry and rock groups.
There will be plenty of games
and tournaments for the sports
enthusiasts: blowing <eight
lanes), ping pong, billiards and
snooker a type of pool. As MU is
a member of the American
College Union, competitors
winning tournaments here will
be eligible for the regional
competition.

ARCHITECT'S CONCEPT OF STUDENT CENTER
To be completed this spring

The three other committees
making up the board are the
Cultural Arts Committee , in
charge of fine arts programming such as art exhibits and

We need

upperclassmen

Bla,k Expe,ienee and Ap-1

palachian culture.
"There are a lot of interested
freshmen volunteering for work
on the committees but they
do_n 't know the ropes," says
Miss Gassaway . "We need
some upperclassmen who can
teach the freshmen to take
over."
Anyone wishing to help in
what promises to be the hub of
campus.activity should contact
Jeff Nemens in the Student
Personnel Office.
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teach the
freshmen

take over.'
-Miss Gassaway

musicals; the Hospitality
Committee is to welcome and
guide guests of the university and
the Special Events Committee.
This committee will arrange
programs dealing with current
issues on campus such as the
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former fashions fro1

OCTOBER 23, 1970

from

THE PARTHENON

our files

Campus fashions have changed a lot over the
years : hemlines have gone up, down and whoknows-where ; shoes have pointed, squared and
rounded, tied, laced and strapped; and hairstyles have done just about everything
imaginable.
We dug into the Parthenon photo files and
found some pictures of the fashionable students
of days gone by. The oldest photo is the center
one of the Homecoming queens of 1937.
The girls with the beanies are probably from
the same year as is the gal in the gown on the
right. The other photos are probably from the
mid-50's and early 60's.
On the other hand, when you think about
today 's fashions , maybe they haven 't changed so
much .
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lack of participation leaves
44 band uniforms on the hangers
By KATHLEE:'I. BERGERO:'I.

Feature writer

Forty-four unused band
uniforms remain hanging in a
closet this year. and many halftime enthusiasts ask why?
Last year Marshall bought 130
uniforms with the expectation
most of them would be used for
the 1970 football season. That
timehascomeandRobertClark.
MU's marching band director for
three years and associate
professor of music. attributes
the unused uniforms to a lack of
incentive for student participation.
•: If an activity involving
student participation, such as
band. is offered by a university
it ought to be an activity that
students want." Clark ex plained. "But if the institution
feels that it is a necessary activity and students aren 't
participating voluntarily. then
some incentive must be offered
to encourage that participation.
"Other colleges and universities have found this is what
they have had to do. If Marshall
wants more band members
than there presently are. I don't
see how we can be different than
other schools."
Professor Clark cited a 1968
national survey by Dr. Kent
Campbell. band director of
Bradley University. which
showed nearly two-thirds of the
colleges and universities
maintaining marching bands
offer incentives in the form of
wavers of physical education or
ROTC requirements ,
scholarships and outright
monthly payments.
As incentives, Marshall now
offers 25 band scholarships for
tuition waivers. and this year
for the first time marching band
can be substituted for Physical
Education 113 or 114 in College of
Arts and Sciences. However.
according to Clark, these incentives have not .increased
. band membersbip to the size
and scope .the University ought
· to have.
·. ·
Director Clark described the
purpose of the band as being
two-fold. It is an activity for
students and a service to the
athletic program to supply
entertainment at half-time.
"The marching band is ·a n
activity open to all musicians on
campus who wish to participate, either for credit or
noncredit," he explained.
"Students may receive one
hour's credit. and grades are
based on attendance and attitude."
Approximately 75 per cent of

the 86 membecs are music men. are often poorly advised
majors taking marching band by high school counselors,
to meet requirements . ac- parents and other students, ·
cording to Clark. Only 25 per according to Professor Clark.
cent are non-music majors who because they overemphasize
are participating in band time required for studying, and
discourage campus activities.
voluntarily.
He believes many students
"This problem isn't unique
with our school." Professor leave school because they don't
Clark commented. emphasizing know how to use their time. not
that the band is an activity · because they waste it on exdesigned for student par- tracurricular activities.
"Records will show that
ticipation. but not many parmany of the students involved in
ticipate.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - . worthwhile activities are
making the best grades," he
Incentives have explained. "There simply is no
validity to the assumption that
students involved in activities
not increased
drop out of school."
Former high school band
membe,;s often give the excuses
membership to
of carrying too many hours,
lack of time, band not counting
for credit in the academic
the size and
system or lack of interest.
Professor Clark believes these to
be the same type of excuses
scope the
used by students for not
becoming involved in any
. campus activity, not just band.
University
Although Clark is not satisfied
with the number of band
ought to
members, he feels "numbers
are not necessarily an answer.
"I'm quite satisfied with the
have. --Clark
band's quality," he stated. "I
feel that it is equal to any other
college band of similar size, and
Professor
Clark
has I'r1,1 proud o( their attitudes and
associated student participation· efforts.
in
band
with
other
"I think band members
organizations. " I think unin- deserve something for their
volvement goes much beyond work. One hour's credit is small
the band." he said. "There is a compensation for the amount of
large number of students who • hours they are asked to put in,"
could participate, but don't, and Professor Clark said referring
I feel this is a problem every · to .the six-hour a -week practice
campus organization faces:
, schedule.
"Why don't more students . · Many students must feel the
participate in all types of ac: same way, or 44 uniforms would
tivities?" Clark asked, stating not be hanging in a closet
he felt the problem begins when •gathering dust.
students don't have the right - - - - - - - - - - - - .
idea of what is involved in a
Brown's
college education. "If all that
students get out of college is the
courses they take and some
social contacts. I think they
apparel
have an inadequate education.
"Many students misinterpret
a college education," he confashions
tinued. "It isn't that they are
apathetic toward University
activities, but they lack intellectual curiosity."
for the
Intellectual curosity doesn't
mean brain capacity. according
to Clark. ''It means inquiry into
the arts and things one is uncollege girl
familiar with. It means involving oneself positiyely as a
participant. and it means
getting involved in university
and graduate
life." he explained.
Students . especially fresh-

always
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NCAA reviews case
Decade's
•
•
v1ctor1es
are rare

·O
MU probation over.

Losing is a familiar word to
long time Marshall football
fans, as in the past the Herd
more often than not has posted
losing seasons.
Homecoming games were no
different and if anything,
H
·
ds
omecommg game recor are
worse than full season totals.
For instance in the decade of
the 60's the Herd could only ·
manage two wins and two ties in
ten tries.
The last win was 1969 ,s
. memorable "streak stopping"
21-16 win over Bowling Green,
but
to
find
another .
Homecoming win, one must go
back to '64 when the Herd
tr.ampled Louisville 28-6.
A 6-6 tie with Delaware in '60
and a 0-0 tie with Morehead in
'61 were the closest the Herd
came to victory the rest of the
decade.
_
Western Michigan spoiled the
festivities in '62 and '68 taking
12-0 and 40-12 decisions and
Bowling Green played the
vi11ain's role in ' 63 <21-14>, '65
~~7>, a nd '&7 <9•7>. 1be '&7
game saw the Herd leading Hi,
until BG kicked a field ·goal in
the waning moments of the
game. A 35-15 loss to Louisville
in '66 rounds out the 6C)'s.
·
The tradition of playing
Homecoming games began in
1927 when MU spoiled
Thanksgiving day losing 19-0 to
West Virginia Wesleyan.
The next year the Green got
revenge beating Wesleyan 1_3-7,
but in '29 Marshall lost again as
Wesleyan turned the tables 28-0.
1930's Thanksgiving Day
game saw the rivals battle to a
6-6 tie, but in ,31 Wesleyan
moved ahead in the series with•
3-0 · I ,
d
a 1 wm .. 0 32• the Her got
back at the Methodists, grabbing a 22-0 Thanksgiving Day
win, but Marshall did not win
another classic until 1937 when
they routed Wesleyan 27-0.
During th3 t period 0936 >
Miami broke the tradition of
playing Wesleyan.
In '39, the last homecoming
game for several years due to
the war, the Herd beat Toledo
14-12. The classic resumed in '46
and Xavier spoiled the renewal
taking a 37-21 decision. 1949 was
a year of mixed emotions, as th·e
Herd beat Ohio University 14-6
in the Homecoming game, but it
was also the year that "the 01'
Man", Cam Henderson retired.
A Parthenon of that year said,
"The '01' man seemed as
permanent as the institution
itself."
In 1950 John Carroll
University won 29-2 and · that
started a .homecoming losing
streak that didn't end, until a
Herb Royer coached team beat
Ohio University 24-28 in 1957.
That was the last Herd victory
until 1964's win over Louisville.

By JEFF NATHAN

Sports editor

By the time this story appears
in The Parthenon, the NCAA
will have reviewed Marshall's
one year probation, and in all
likelihood will have lifted the
probation, taking a load off the
whole athletic department.
It is obvious that the
probation
was
directly
associated with the · MAC
controversey, as it was, in fact,
the MAC who pointed out
alleged recruiting irregularities
to the NCAA. The year has been
turbulent to say the least, and
the lifting of the· probation is a
blessing, the whole MU Athletic
Department has been living for.
On the outside, the only elfects of the probation were
ineligibilitydforNposCAt sAeasofntbob wI
games an
oo a 11
television broadcasts, but the
inward effects were far more
reaching and damaging.
PERHAPS THE number one
effect was the lack of affiliation
with a conference. 1be MAC
after po_inting out irregularities,
said they would temporarily
suspend Marshall from the
conference, and review the case
later.
Problems stemmed from the
suspension, but I doubt if any of
them hurt as badly, as the dirty,
pride-hurting treatment which
Marshall received through the
whole controversey.
1be suspension was a very
irregular action in itself. Other
schools such a!;! Florida State,
Kansas and Kansas State have
been dealt NCAA probations for
similar cases and no such action
was taken by the conferences
they are affiliated with. Florida
State was even detected for
irregularities a · second time,
while the original probation was
still in effect.
Then, too the MAC (commissioner Bob James made all
official announcements, but he
may have only been a
spokesman) used the unfortunate incident of the 1969

Ohio University game, the
striking of an official by an irate
fan, to the detriment of Marshall, calling it the worst ease of
unsportsmanlike conduct they
bad ever heard of.
THE
INCIDENT,
was
deplorable, but was minor
compared to · incidents which
have occured at other games in
the past few years.
One official, (who for the

University. .

.

\\'HEN THE TIME to review

MU's readmittance to the
conference came, the conference said they could not with
a clear conscience readmit
Marshall, when they couldn't be
sure that the irregularities were
being properly handled . .
Yet, just previous to this
announcement, the NCAA had
commended former President

M A

became independant arr- nd the
same time that Mars' 11 was
being axed. I have no i>roof 9f
the MAC's intent, hut the .
element of suspicion s~ms to
be great enough, tha• it would
warrant an investigattonhacl an
actual crime been committed. .
A . reliable source familiar
with the situation has reported
that from where he sat, it appeared that the MAC )Ian was
to suspend Marshall indefinitely, meaning perhaps
forever. The masterminds of
the plan, would then sit' back
and hope· that Marshall would
become sick of suspension and
withdraw voluntarily.
It's not illegal, but it's certainly unethical. However,
when the suspension is lifted, as
it presumably already has. or
will shortly be, Marshall can
direct its energies fully towards
building an athletic program
that will bring pride and
recognition to the University.
THE EFFECTS of the whole
controversey, were not all bad,
and the best thing that hap;pened was that the W. Va.
legislature woke up to the fact
that they had been neglecting
Marshall too long.
The result of course was the
additional money granted
Marshall.

country
Roland H. Nelson Jr. and
Marshall University
for
policing it's own infractions.
A Cincinnati paper carried a
sports column, which stated
that Marshall would be "eased
out" of the MAC, and Cincinnati
University and West Virginia
University would be admitted.
This column appeared before
the actual suspension took
place.

protection of the innocent shall ·
remain nameless>, recalls a
game he officiated where the
officials were forced to leave
the field before a game was
over to avoid being seriously
injured by a crowd that was
upset over a judgement call and
leaped out of the stands to
display their emotions.
Sounds a little worse than one
fan taking a poke at one official,
doesn't it?
The seriousness of this in- .
cident and the recruiting
irregularities were blown out of
proportion by a conference that
did not want Marshall

A~OTHER

PECULIAR

aspect, which
is
very
suspicious, is that both schools

Fairfield Stadium is the first
example of the new move and it
won't- be the last, as the long
range plan calls for many· new
facilities. 1be coaching staff
also reflects the change; with
many ·n ew faces who vow ·to
bring
MU
to
athletic
prominence.
Perhaps Rick Tolley reflected
the sentiments of many when
talking about an opponent who
had beaten the Herd almost
regularly for many years.
"That was the old Marshall," he
said, "but were the new· Marshall and we're changing with
the students."
The road back to prosperity
isn't a short one, but at long
last, the path to do so is free.
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Depends on Board of Regents

MU's future
f

~TAFF REPORT

•.Admirirtrators of Marshall
fores(le a bright; promising
future .
"In the future I see about five
directions of expansion." said
Dr. A. Mervin Tyson. vice
president of academic affairs.
"First undoubtedly there will
be growth and expansion in the
School of Business. There will
be development of new areas of
emphasis appropriate to our
own urban area and the state of
West Virginia." he said.
'I also see ecological studies
involving natural and physical
sciences, but also the cultural
sociological phases of ecology.
This is terribly important and
Marshall must seek to meet the
need.
"This will be done interdepartmentally because the
factors of the environment are
interlinked, he explained. "We
will be concerned here witq_ air
and water pollution. We are
certainly in the right area for
this."
"Third there will be continuing development in the
para-medical
and
paraprofession programs, he went
on. We have a good start in
medical technology, nursing
and cytotechnology. We hppe to
have more programs providing
assistance to doctors and for
persons
preparing
in
specialized fields of nursing and
medical technology.
"In Teachers College I see
advancement in specialities for
administration and supervision
in the many sectors of public
education. Maybe we could go
into a doctorate in this field, it
depends on the Board of
Regents allocation of functions," he explained.
"Finally there will also be
continued advancement in
instruction and research with
emphasis on high faculty
standards, both degrees and
teaching competence."

institution
looks
bright.
Especially from the standpoint
of development of the institution
· on results of studies which-are
being conducted in the state as
to the future and complete role
of higher education and its
service to the people.
"In these current times of
reevaluation this is a necessary
thing · and will provide
guidelines
for
future
development--community
college, ·medical school and so
on. What the role will be in the
future will depend on the
guidance and direction of the
Board of Regents. "

'All signs

indicate that

Marshall
University

is going to
grow in dte
next 5-15 years.'

-Eddins
"I think the future of Marshall is bright, I always have,"
said Dr. John Saunders, acting
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
"I think the role that Marshall
plays in the state will become
greater proportionally · every
year," he said.
"All signs indicate that
Marshall University is· going to

•
IS

bright, promising

grow in the· next 5-15 years". a university senate and greater he uses authority and power will
according to Robert H. Eddins student representation. By the determine whether the rest of
registrar.
end of the 70's we will have a MU will move with him .
"In the past 10 years Mar- completely different system of
"First of all the president's
shall ·s enrollment has in- government than we have now. views and aspects is one point
creased 120 per cent and I think
"The president of Marshall and whether he will use political
Marshall will continue to grow will determine the real degree power available to implement
statistically as well physically. of direction in which Marshall these views through the
"I think the growth of Mar- University moves. The degree University is the second point. "
shall will depend mainly on the
mission outlined by the Board of
by Phil -Frank
Regents along with those
outlined by the University."
Eddins said.
When asked about future
unrest on. Marshall campus ' ~ , r - - - - = = = - - - - .
<concerning Marshall students l
Dr. Constantine Curris, director
of student personnel programs,
said the disturbance of Oct. 8
was "an off campus affair. It
was a police grievance not a
Marshall grievance.
"Anytime a group feels
repressed they will find a
spontaneous combustion. One
can't predict when or where or
what will trigger it but if there
is a condition of depression, the
people will explode.
"Not all . riots, uprisings ,
disturbances have the same
cause. One can't categorize
responses of people who live
together. Responses are unplanned, unorganized and when
the dam breaks, feelings of hate
and hostility come to the front."
On the other hand, "riots
involving University students
are usually planned, organized
and is something of specific
complaint whether or not
against university society.
Concerning student involvement in Univ~rsity affairs
for the 70's, Dean Curris said,
"The University must move
toward University governance.
It is a University of staff,
faculty, students and will
eventually
require
participatory democracy. This will
be the keystone. In the future,
Marshall will be moving toward
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Marshall's future depends on
the decisions made by the
Board of Regents, faculty and
staff of the university, according to Dr. Robert B. Hayes,
dean of Teachers College.
Teacher education at Marshall has a bright future. The
emphasis being placed on
teacher education at Marshall
and the programs being
developed in the public schools
will lead to an enhancement of
the University's program .
Teacher education is the
biggest program here: 52 per
cent of the enrollment here in
the · undergraduate
and
graduate level ia in the teacher

education.

Dr.A.E. Mc:Caskey,deaaof

the College of Applied $cience,
•id "I think the future of tbe
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Logan branch said to 'fill the. gap'
By CHARLES FERGUSON
Feature writer
"If it was not there, I doubt if

I would have gone to college."
That is the way Barney
Frazier, Man senior, sums up
the value of the branch college
system, particularly the Logan
Campus of Marshall University
which he attended two years.
The doors first were opened to
the Logan branch in 1963, and
since that time, enrollment has
climbed steadily to reach 556
students this year, according to
Dr. Ben R. Dotson, director.
SOME STUDENTS who at-

tended the branch and now are
on the campus for their
remaining two years of studies

have offered their feelings and junior, also a two-year branch
student, said "the branch gave
opinions.
Sandy White, Henlawson me two years of college ·junior, feels "the branch is a cheap."
dream come true."
JANE DONEVANT, Logan
Miss White said "it's the best junior, recommends "the
thing that ever happened to branch to any student going to
Logan County. It provided an college." Miss Donevant said
educational means for students several people " knock the
who otherwise would not have · branch," but she feels "you
been able to further their have to realy get involved to get
studies."
activities going." She said very
Peggy Collins, Pecks Mill few people ever get fully insophomore, echoed Miss volved at the branch.
White's words and added "the
On the other hand, Larry
branch had a
lot
of Conn, Man sophomore, said
inadequacies, but it filled a gap "the branch was a little
in the community which needed prehistoric . It was oldfashioned in a lot of ways."
filling."
Conn explained there "is no
Jack Lane, Peach Creek

Catholic folk ma·ss
informal, relevant
By PAULA THOMPSON
Feature writer

Waters" and "Blowin' in the
Wind" are selected for their
individual meaning while others
are picked to carry out one
general theme.

"The Church today has to be
both relevant and reverant".
This is the thought behind a
new kind of Catholic mass
which has become more and
more popular on college
campuses and has recently
come to Marshall's Campus •
Christian Center. It has all the
reverance of the old mass, but
combines this reverance with
an 'informality and.:_an air of
"now". It is called a folk mass:
Informality is the key word in
the folk mass. The service itself
lacks the formality of a regular
mass, and even the style of
dress is different. Members of
the congregation are not turned
out jn their Sunday best, but
instead are encouraged to wear
a more casual attire.
Although there are some who
object to this informality,
Father Robert T. Scott of the
ca·m pus Christian Center feels
that this informality "brings out
brotherhood and makes for a
Three people usually make up
, closer relationship between the singing group. Two regular
people."
.singers at the Christian Center
Although the mass is ., are CoQnie Mayne and Mike
essentially the same, the one Torlone. The third singer may
major difference in a folk mass be anyone interested in playing
is the music. As the name im- for the mass or a guest singer.
plies, folk'songs are sung inBefore communion, members
stead of the traditional humns. of the congregatiQn are asked to
In the church lit by evening give each other the sign of
twilight, young singers ac- peace, or in some cases, even to
companied by guitars take their
places near the alter to lead the
congregation in song. The songs
are many and varied from those
with a religious theme to
current songs frequently heard
on the radio. Songs such as
"Bridge
Over
Troubled

'The Church
today .

has to be
both

relevant .

and

reverent.'

· · -Father Scoff

comparison of the branch with sense that the library was small
the main campus. The branch and housed only a few hundred
served as an excellent pre- books and source materials.
campus seminar in that it go me
That problem has been
accustomed to college classes alleviated. Dr. Dotson's wife,
and schedules." He said the Reva, works as the full time
branch was old-fashioned "in librarian. Hours are 8 a.m. to 9
that it did not provide a college- p.m. - the same as classes and
life atmosphere."
until noon on Saturday.
Alvin Gleason, Peach Creek
THE DIRECTOR said he is
junior, summed up his thoughts trying to upgrade the library
into one sentence--"! think it's a facilities and has proposed a
waste of time." He said classes reserve reading room.
were entirely different and
The new director, who
served no real purpose for replaced John Arnold last spring,
students. He described classes has his doctorate in higher
as "near a night school." education and administration.
Gleason feels classes "were not He also teaches a sociology
on a college basis." class at the branch.
Steve Caudill, Chapmanville
Dr. Dotson said he would like
junior, said "it's too easy. to see the Logan Branch "grow--.
Grades are too easy to get." to serve the needs of the imCaudill and Gleason feel that a mediate community and
challenge system is lacking at region."
the Logan facility.
.
He says of his newly-acquired
SINCE THOSE students and job -- "a lot of help, concern,
several others have transferred and support have been afforded
to the main campus this year, me since coming here." Some of
the branch has undergone this help includes two Logan
several improvements.
banks offering loan services to
Perhaps one of the biggest students.
improvements was getting the
AN EXAMPLE of the concern
building open to college and support he speaks about is
students only. Since 1963, seen in two men attending a
students had to share part of the mathematics class.
two-story structure with a
The class starts at 6: 30
section of Logan Senior High p.m. and their working schedule
School's sophomore class. Now at a local machine shop con.that the building is "univer~ flicts a few minutes with the
sity," Dr. Dotson feels this has class time. Dr. Dotson said their
been a big step in furthering employer told them to attend
studies there.
the class and they would not be
Dr. Dotson said this step has docked for time spent in class.
allowed the biological and
The director said support of
physical science laboratories to this nature comes form all over
be separated.
Logan. One of the biggest gripes of
The branch, which also serves
students attending the branclj as a two-year business cour_se
sine~ its openinij has been that, · -school, may have summer ·
of hbrary •. hours. Students< classes this year. Dr. Dotson . , ·
complaine<t . constantly to · ·. said he and .several concerned
professors about.the short hours administr1ttors .here on campus
in w~ich they _~ere forced to ~· have made initial ·steps toward
obtam
meager research ·. securing federal money · to
material. It was. . meager in the~· ·: finance sum·.n ier classes.

kiss. This too gives the feeling of
brotherhood between people.
This is the second year for the
folk mass at the Christian
Center. However, until now
there has· not been a full time
priest. Father Scott has worked
at West Virginia University and
was recently transferred to
Huntington from Ohio State
University. He says the folk
mass has been practiced at both
universities for several years
and has brought a greater
response from college students.
He hopes the presence of a full
time priest at the Center will aid
in better . planning and also
bring about a better response to
· the mass at Marshall.
·
·
This year there will also be a
folk mass on Saturday evening
as well as Sunday evening' along
with the ' regular •Sunday
morning mass. On Wednesday
evenings 'Father Scott holds a
mass and a discussion group in ·
his· apartment.
In spite of the fact that many
· object to the folk mass, Father
Scott feels . that it is more
relevant ahd in tune with thetimes. "It brings about a .better·
response as well as making ~-·
church somethlng to enjoy," he
. says. It is the belief of Father
Scott an.d thousands of other .
· Catholics that the Church can be .
both relevant and reverant.The
folk mass seems an excellent
combination of both.
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Several sofu·tions pondered

Parking Problems· always present
'B y ~RENDA ROBERTSON
. Graduate journalist

What do you do with 3,000
PQUnds of metal when you ha~!
a .'class 'in. three minut~s fo'f
bl_<ick:; away?
You· c1>Uld ;ibandon it. Or you
could . park _it illegally. Either
way it will cost.' You risk
receiving a citation from the
City of l{untington or having
your name added ' to the
University Security Police tow-

a.;::~..!!~--------'It (a parlmg

building) was a
possibility and
still is.' -Soto

month, for $5 a month, but we
expect them to buy their gas
and car service from us." The
station has been renting
parking to students since it was
built in 1967.
.Chief Gilbert Kleinknecht of
the Huntington Police Department says street limitations are
enforced "as best we can with
available manpower. We ap·
preciate the parking problem
around the University but we
have parking problems all over
the city. Just because a student
may park illegally two or three
times and not get a citation,
does not mean that t he
patrolman has overlooked him,
it is just the chance he takes ··
the next time he may get a
ticket."
.
THESE TICKETS.usually are
for $5. Chief Kleinknecht does
not have any figures on the
daily number of tickets given in
the campus area. However, on
one day recently there were 23
parking tickets given in the
area •· but they may not all have
been students.

_ space.' -Duff
/\S tor the two-hour zones,
Chief Kleinknecht says it is
always a possibility that they
could be done away with but
that move' is not under his
authority but that of the traffic
advisory board. Two-hour zones
have been eliminated on Fourth
Avenue west of 16th Street
and replaced with two-hour
limit meters.
This appears to be one step
forward ·· an overtime parking
ticket costs only $1 on a meter. In
a two-hour zone, it costs $5.
Wherever you park your 3,000
pounds of metal, it will cost you.
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fashions in the 70's vary widely
Female ·profs get pant suit OK
By SUSAN WOOD

Feature writer

Once again the business world
bows to another victory of the
liberated woman as the "career
girl" goes to work in a business
suit of her own •· a pants suit,
that is!
·
The pants suit, or "pants
outfit," as it is now termed, has
forced its way into all institutions of business including
the Marshall ·university
campus. In addition to being
worn casually by students, it is
now an established working
outfit for many female faculty
members. Marshall University
instructors who have adopted
and are wearing the new style,
have given some interesting
reasons and justifications for it,
which relfect their own personalities.
Mrs. Jane F. Wells, English
instructor, has worn the pants
outfit during summer session
classes and feels they are
convenient, reasonable, and
"far more modest than many
skirts." "It is impossible to
predict the hemlines today,"
she added, "so it's really the
only economical thing to buy."

Mrs. Wells considers the style
"more businesslike," and plans
to wear them more often when
the weather is colder. All
comments that she has received
from other faculty members,
both men and women, have
been complimentary and indicative of approval.
"TEACHERS SHOULD have
the freedom to wear whatever is
appropriate, and shouldn't be
expected by students to
maintain · a specific style of
dress," said Mrs. Leeda P.
Jordan, instructor of Journalism. She feels that the pants
suit is appropriate, if it is a
"legitimate pants suit, and not
just a shirt and pants." ,1\1:rs.
Jordan said that she would buy
the pants suit in preference to
the midi, and feels that it makes
good sense to buy it, because "it
is the fashion now." She, too,
has worn the style to classes,
and intends to continue wearing
it.
.Describing the fashion as
• very elegant and even
graceful," Miss Elizabeth A.
Hobbs, instructor of English, is
"definitely in favor of it." She
expressed a favorable attitude
toward the wearing of pants

of tunic and pants, tunic, blouse
and pants, or a jacket and
pants." Miss Hobbs also views
the pants suit as a style which
will be of even greater use in the
colder winter season.
The most enthusiastic of those
interviewed was Miss Jeanie A.
Burkhardt, sociology instructor, who is most always
dressed in some type of pants
· suit. She views the fashion as
practical in all aspects,
especially in the area of comfort
and convenience.
"THE MAIN THING for me,"
she explained, "is that it's very
wearing for me to be on my feet
all day in high-heeled shoes, and
- with pants suits I can wear the
flat-heeled shoes. There is
something unfashionable about
wearing nylons with flat shoes.
Also, with pants suits, you get
away from wearing nylons, and
a lady doesn't lose her
femininity wearing pants."
Miss Burkhardt feels that the
fashon suits her personality'. "I
have always worn long tops and
a lot of comfortable things.
When I was a graduate student,
skirt." Like Mrs. Jordan, she I wore blue jeans, then the pants
feels that the term "pants suit" suit came into vogue and I was
refers to a "co-ordinated outfit attracted to it," she explained.

outfits by faculty members and
added, "There seems fo be a
prevailing taboo against women
teachers wearing anything but
the traditional rumpled tweed

Midi or m'ini?
By KATHI TURNER
Feature.writer

"It looks sick." "U covers the·
most important part." "It
makes a woman look less
feminine and what else are
women good for?"
These are a few of the typical
remarks made by the males on
campus when questioned about
their opinion of the new midi.
Every male except one said he
did not like the midi and all but
three said they would not want
their girlfriend to wear one.
Of the students and faculty
· questioned, 78 percent disapproved of the midi, 19 percent
liked the new style and 3 percent said it depended on the outfit or the girl's appearance.
Several interesting comments
were made, such as the observation by Doug Dunlap,
Hurricane junior, that " the
mini keeps more male students
awake during class time."
Another member of Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity felt that
"the mini forces the grade scale
higher because all the girls who
wear them get A's," but he also
added that he didn't mind.
Several faculty members
expressed the opinion that they

.- ·your choice

felt that the .midi is merely a turers. Females also frequently
plot by fashion designers to said that they would not wear a
make money and get a kick- midi even if they liked them
back from clothing manufac- simply because they felt there
were being forced to do so.
Another decisive factor in the
success or failure of the midi is
that many shorter women feel
that a dress of this length "only
brings out the worse" instead of
flattering their figure, as
Sharon Lee, St. Albans sophomore, commented.
Others mentioned that if a girl
is even a slight bit overweight
the midi ·makes her look
"dumpy" or like a "burlap bag
full of potatoes."
Tall women, however; said
they liked the midi as well as
the mini because both were
flattering. Lorraine Welsh ,
Weirton junior, expressed this
opinion and said that "the new
look this year is style, not
length."
The downtown stores have
found that the midi "was dead
before it got started." Both the
Princess Shop and the Smart

"Welcome Alumni"
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circuit T.V.,
all school needs.
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Their greatest asset, she feels
is the fact that they cover the
legs and are warmer in cold
weather. Miss Burkhardt
justifies this opinion with the
following comment, "Why
should women have to have
their legs exposed to the cold,
by wearing all kinds of short
dresses? The focus is not so
much on the wearing of pants,
but on having one's legs
covered."
AS IN THE case of Miss
Wells, she has encountered only
favorable reactions - with one
exception. From male students
within the classroom, she feels
the reaction is oddly disapproving, though never voiced.
"I don't know if it is resentment
because there is no showing of
legs," she said, "but if they
want. to see legs, they can go
home and see them."
According to Dr. A. Mervin
Tyson, vice president of
academic affairs, there is no
dress code policy for faculty
members, and he doesn't feel
that there should be any
regulations. He was able to sum
up the prevailing fashion
situation with the phrase "Every woman for herself!"

_ Shop have had less than 1 per Gauncho look if they're worn
cent of total sales in the midi. . with boots. Otherwise they look
The longer coats and dresses sloppy. I don't think the mini
have been limited in stock and will ever go out though," she
these are now on sale and the added.
emphasis is on the pant outfits.
Another female said she
The majority of women thought the midi looked sexy.
questioned felt that the pantsuit "The more that is covered, the
,
or pantdress was the most sexier it looks."
practical item to buy for their
A final comment on the
fall or winter wardrobe.
subject came from a male
One comment in favor of the Arlington, Va. senior who
midi came from Becky LeRose, said simply, "I like the mini
St. Albans sophomore. "I like because I 'm a sex-crazed
the midi, especially the maniac.''
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Out-of-stafers cut - space problem
By BECKI DIAL

Feature writer

For the first time in Mar•
shall's 133-year history, out-ofstate applicants were denied
entrance to this fall term if they
applied after a late July announcement was made by
acting president Dr. Donald N.
Dedmon.
Dr. Dedmon cited lack of
classroom space and the ratio of
in-state to out-of-state students
surpassing an 80 to 20 ratio he
said was followed by most
universities, as the reasons for
the limitation of out-of-state
enrollment.
Figures supplied to Deans
Council which recommended
the enrollment curtailment
"may have been premature,"
admitted Dr. Ambrose E.
McCaskey, dean of the College
of Applied Science.
Director of admissions, Dr.
Brian O'Connor. supplied the
fall enrollment predictions.
based on the number of applications his office had
received at that time.
He predicted Marshall would
have reached the 80 to 20 ratio
"had we accepted all the out-ofstate applicants who would
have come."
"We're striving for a kind of
unwritten national norm." Dr.
Dedmon explained. He says he
is not certain where the 80 to 20
ratio originated. but said he has
read it in one or more
educational journals and finds it
compatible with Marshall's
past enrollments.
Dr. A. Mervin Tyson. vice
president of academic affairs.
stressed- the limitation applied
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only to this fall term, and
pointed out state law prohibits
denying an eligible in-state
student admission to a state
institution.
"You must take care of the
people to whom you're
obligated <the local people l
before you begin to take people
from out-of-state." said Dr.
Robert B. Hayes , dean of
Teachers College.
The limitation of out-of-state
enrollment may have indicated
a crisis far more serious than
would first appear. .
It was "the prediction of
enrollment which led us to take
this action," Dr. Tyson said.
Predictions made were "so
large, as to be beyond the
faculty and facilities to handle." he said.
"From all indications we had
from the admissions office, we
were going to be innundated
with students." Dr. Hayes
explained. "We had a cut in
funds which cut our opportunity
to employ part-time people or
even to employ all the full time
people we had been budgeted.
"And we knew with that kind
of restriction, we'd better put
some brakes on the whole
system. And the brakes had to
be put on in out-of-state
enrollment. regardless of ratio.
"Just too many students and
too little monies. This was our
point of decision." Dr. Hayes
said.
"It's the first time we ever
had more applicants than we
had space." said Dr. O'Connor.
"It appeared that we could not,
at one point. even register all
the kids we had accepted. So we
had to draw back ."

At the time of Dr. Dedmon's
announcement. "Marshall was
on the point of being seriously
overcrowded. " said Dr . J .
Harvey Saunders , assistant
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
Dr. Mccaskey said as a result
of the increased number of
students. many students did not
receive the classes and/ or
instructors they had requested.
"If we had accepted 2,000
more students--from anywhere-what would we have done
then?" Dr. Mccaskey asked.
"We would have an emergency
situation. Therefore we had to
hold enrollment down."
"The faculty is overwhelmed
with students," said Dr.
Saunders . "I was getting
desperate in this college. I
screamed to cut admissions
starting back in June.
"If I had been in the position
to have stopped admissions,
looking at the admissions
figures and realizing how few
faculty members we've added
this year, and considering the
cut in the budget, and the
reserve, I would have stopped
all admissions. I would have
just said. ·no more.'
" It had to be cut. I would have
cut any way. Out-of-state was
the only way we could cut.
We 're too crowded. Most of the
part-time money is along with
the six per cent reserved by the
governor.'' said Dr. Saunders.
Another important question to
be considered is why the
number of out-of-state applications increased.
The jump in out - of - state
applications at Marshall was
due to three different reasons,

Dr. Tyson said.
"Partially it was probably
due to the desire to some out-ofstate students to seek out a
quieter campus, one less
disk.lrbed.

"Tuition costs are higher
elsewhere, and regardless of
the raise in out-of-state tuition,
Marshall is still a good
bargain," Dr. Tyson said.
Dr. Saunders, for one, said he
would like to see out-of-state
tuition fees raised again.
The third reason, Dr. Tyson
said is "for a state like New
Jersey, it has long been true
that there is not an opportunity
to attend college in-state for all
students desiring further
education, due to an insufficiency of institutions."

80%

to
20%
unwritten

national norm
Dr. Hayes agreed. " New
York and New Jersey are not
taking care of all the people who
want to go to college," he said,
"but I believe this will change
again in the opposite direction
very soon because these states

are developing the large
community college system.
"If you really boil it down,
you'll find it's a dollars and
cents issue. Money causes them
to do what they're doing now.
" It's getting very expensive
to go to a university, especially
out-of-state. The economic
pinch is getting tighter all over
the nation," Dr. Hayes said.
Dr. Dedmon said he would
like to think the increase in outof-state applications is a result
"of the efficiency of our own
operations," by Dr. O'Connor's
office reaching more students
earlier.
"We welcome students from
all over the country and foreign
countries to Marshall," said Dr.
Dedmon.
"Every university is a better
university if it enjoys the
stimulus and cosmopolitan
experience of students from
other regions and countries,"
agreed Dr. Tyson.
Limitation of out-of-state
enrollments affected every
college except Graduate School.
" The Graduate School is
autonomous," said Dr. John R.
Warren, dean. "We don 't turn
them away." He complained, in
fact , that the out-of-state
enrollment in his college had
not increased the way he had
hoped it would when he came to
Marshall.
The fact rel\lains Marshall
did limit out-of-state enrollment
on the basis of predictions.
Perhaps the best reason for
the closure of out-of-state
enrollment was made by Dr.
O'Connor.
"Frankly, we were scared,"
he said .
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Military training helped

One year leap--freshman fo senior
By KATHLEEN BERGERON
Feature writer

Is it impossible for a student
to go from the classification of
freshman to senior within 12
months?
No, according to Larimore
Pearson who has accomplished
such a feat. After 22 years of
service and at the age of 42,
Pearson retired from the
military in September, 1969,
and within . 15 days was attending class at Marshall.
At registration, he received 30
hours of credit for military
schooling and a waiver of
several prerequisites, in addition to 12 hours that tran-

sfered from George Town
College in Kentucky.
Military educational training
is often academic, so veterans
may receive college credit for ·
accredited courses taken while
in the service. Also, with one
year of active duty they are
eligible to receive credit for
four semester hours in physical
education. However, the
veteran must first complete 12
semester hours in college
before military training can be
accepted for credit, according
to a spokesman for the Office of
Admission.
HE WAS drafted for two
years during World War II. A
year after his army discharge

Is that iunk car
worth alortune?
By MIKE STARN
Feature writer

With the depreciation of an automobile at an alarming rate
today, you would say it was impossible to buy a car and then two
years later sell it and make $500 profit.
Well, Pat Stover, Beckley junior, bought a 1949 Dodge Coronet
two years ago for $2 and recently he was offered $500 for it.
Of course as somebody once said, "you don't get anything for
nothing," and Stover realizes this "Since buying the car, I've
sanded the outside down and repainted it, put in new brakes,
reupholstered the interior, and put on new tires," he said.
The '49 Dodge has a six cylinder, fluid drive engine. The fluid
drive engine is a unique feature some old cars have but you can't
find in new ones.
Stover's car is just one of many unusual cars that Marshall
students drive.
Tim Krouse, Findlay, Ohio, senior, for instance, drives a 1949
Willey's Jeepster that a man used to haul hay in.
Krouse bought the jeepster seven years ago and since he and his
father have rebuilt the engine, repainted the body, and
reupholstered the interior.
"My jeepster has a 60 hp., four cylinder, flathead engine, which I
got from an old army jeep, and a three speed transmission with an
overdrive fourth gear," Krouse said.
Krouse bought the jeepster for $250, but now says he wouldn't
take anything under $2000 for it.
Such a man is Jim Hartlage, Portsmouth, Ohio, senior, "'.ho built
a 1970 Dunebuggy with a 1965 chassis, a 1967 50 hp. VW engine, and
a 1969 carburetor.
.
The Dunebuggy is equipped with a Kyote body ,and a fiberglass ,
metallic green exterior. The car also has carpe_ting, a Sandrover
Custom top, a Hurst floor shift, mag wheels, wide ovals, chrome
headers and is rolled and pleated.
"I as~embled the car myself with occasional help from my
girlfriend, who did a lot of the interior," Hartla~e _said. "I wo~~ed
about four hours every night for two months bwlding the car, he
added.
d
b.l
Getting into perhaps a bit more unusual bran of automo I e,
Ron Botterbusch, York, Pa ., senior, has a 1959 Volkswagon b';ls
painted 1963 Mack Truck orange. Botterb~sch ~ught_ the VW in
Ocean City, Md. His girlfriend's father painted 1t. Inside: the bus
has wood paneling, carpeting, a ..5tereo t~pe ~la~er with rear
speakers, and a sign that reads, No surfing within 50 yards of
pier."
. .
.
Another VW bus is owned by Al W1ttington, Charleston semor,
only this one isn't orange, it's a patriotic red, white an~ blue.
Willington got the VW in Ohio by trading hi~ yw b':1g fo~ 1t at an
even swap. The guy he got it from had bought 1t in Cahforma. .
These are just a few of the unusual cars that MU students dnye,
but it might give you a better picture of ~ow college students- think
when it comes to choice of an automobile.
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Pearson joined the Air Force.
But that year between military
services was long enough for
him to attend George Town
College one semester, and
marry Clara Jean McCoy, a
native of Huntington.
" I decided to reverse the
process of life," Pearson explained, pointing out that most
people usually work the first 20
years for enjoyment and the
second 20 years for old-age
insurance.
"My first 20 years and
retirement from the military
insure my old age, so now I'm
going to work my next 20 years
for enjoyment. That's why I left
the service -- to complete my
college education and start a
new career."
" Larimore's military
education was perfect conditioning for college," Mrs.
Pearson commented, explaining that in the service he
worked
and
studied
simultaneously.
PEARSON IS receiving his
college education the same
way. In addition to carrying 17
hours this semester, he works 40
hours a week as night supervisor at South Hall, a coed
dormitory.
Despite working and heading
a family of five , Pearson
maintains a .3.25 quality point
average. But, with the vigorous
support of his family, he does
not stand alone with his
educational goals.
His daughter Jodie, 16,
worked as a waitress this
summer, giving the reason as
having to help her father
through college. And her father
will readily admit that Jodie is a
big help to the family buclget
when he doesn't have to buy her
clothes.
·
Even his sons Larimore Jay,
12, and Jamie Scott, 10, support
his education, although it may
not be in a financial way. Their
encouragement comes as
constant competition with their
_father for grades.
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"There has to be a valance of
education in the family," she
said in explanation of why she
isn't attending college. "Actually, I'll come out the wisest
of all, and I'll have the broadest
education because they all
explain their studies to me. "
AFTER 22 years of continuous moving while in the
service, the Pearson family
finally has a place they can call
home. Both he and his wife were
reared in Huntington, so attending Marshall is only
natural, explained Pearson.
He descrubes the atmosphere
on MU's campus as very
friendly. "It's surprising how
well the young people and administration have accepted me
and my age. No one has refused
. me help, nor become too angry
when I express my opinions,"
he explained.
Concerning student unrest
across the country, Pearson
thinks the news media has
"blown" the situation out of
proportion. He describes
campus disturbances as "unrest
of the few. There has been and
always will be a few who don't
like the way things are, and
these are the students who
make news."
"I SEE NO difference between the college student of
today and students when I was
going to college in 1947. We liked
noise, color and originality
then, just as students do today,"
he explained, but added he felt
today's college work is not as
difficult because many instructors now grade "on the
curve" rather than on a flat
percentage basis.
After graduation Pearson
hopes to teach in West Virginia
at the secondary school level.
He is majoring in physics and
general science, minoring in
physical education, and he has a
third field in safety education.
"If he has a hobby, it's
education -· it's studying ,"
Clara Jean remarked and
c11tegorized her husband as a

professsional student. But she
best summed up his personality
by saying, " If anyone on earth
enjoys life, work and education,
it's Larimore."
Perhaps this should be said of
anyone who at the age of 43
works at night, attends classes
in the daytime, and in one year
of college goes from a freshman
to a senior classification.
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Two .Miss WeSt Virginias at MU
By ANNA LAURA KOVICH

Feature writer

Not one but two Miss West Virginias are attending
Marshall University. Linda Dianne Barnette,
Parkersburg junior, is Miss West Virginia for the
Miss America pagent. Sharon Alberti, Weirton
freshman is Miss West Virginia for Miss USA.
Five-foot two with eyes of blue, Dianne Barnette
was the shortest contestant in the Miss America
pagent. The nineteen-year-old art major is interested in fashion illustration and design. After
graduation she plans to attend the Art Institute in
Atlanta, Ga.
,1
Sharon Alberti is an English and psychology
major. Five-foot nine with brown hair and brown
eyes, she would like to teach later "when I'm about
35." Before teaching she would like to work as an
airline stewardess or with retarded children.
A basic difference in the two pagents is the talent
competition which is a part of the Miss America

pagent but not included in the selection of Miss USA.

For ·her talent competition Miss Barnette performed a modern dance to "Kimosobi" by the
. Electric Indian and used an eight-foot Indian as a
prop.
·
"I was allowed to use the prop because I painted
· it, and it was a demonstration of art talent," said
Miss Barnette. , ·
One of the few state contestants to go to school,
· she carries only nine hours. Miss Barnett is expected to travel about :!n,000 miles during her reign
of one year. She is provided with a new car every
4,000 miles.
· Besides her personal appearances she is honorary
chairman of the Tuberculosis Association. "Even
with just nine hours, I don't have time for any extracurricular activities," said Miss Barnette.
All money from her appearance must be used for
her education. Besides scholarship awards, Miss
Barnette received $2,000 for clothes.

While at the Miss USA pagent, Miss Alberti ·
became good friends withDebbie Shelton, Miss USA
1971. "We plan to visit this year," she said. "I really
didn't know what to expect at all at the pagent."
Miss Alberti makes a~ut eight personal appearances a month. Thes! ma}'. last fro~ _o~e hour
to three days. She is restricted m her activities by a
state director.
.
During the Miss America pagent Miss_ Barnette
was accompanied by a chaperone at all times. Her
fiance now accompanies her since her chaperone is
at Parkersburg.
Miss Barnette attended Ohio University her
freshman year and the Parkersburg branch of West
Virginia University her second year. The student
unrest at OU disturbed her though she feels she
could never put down constructive protest.
After attending Winter Week-end last year Miss
Alberti became interested in MU. She is against
campus violence but thinks students should have
"freedom of speech."

Coed achieves prima ballerina honor
By MOLLIE YOUNG

Feature writer

Being one of Huntington's 1970 prima ballerinas is
only one of the many honors which Jennie Sue Davis
has achieved in her career of dancing.
Beginning dancing lessons at four, Jennie,
Barboursville sophomore, has taken dancing instruction for 15 years. She began at the Ford School
of the Dance which later changed hands and is now
the Dickinson School of the Dance.
·This is where Jennie was chosen as prima. Every
year each school of dance chooses one prima
ballerina. This is the dancer who exhibits the most
talent" and mastery of the art.
In June, Jennie as prima, danced the lead role of
"Beauty" in the Dickinson school's production of
"Beauty and the Beast."
She has also danced two years in the West
Virginia Federation of Dance which is a meeting in

which all schools meet and perform individual
numbers. Jennie explained that this helps to improve ballet techniques in West Virginia.
During one of the federations Jennie was fourth
runner-up for a scholarship to the North Carolina
School of Arts which she attended this summer.
Here many teachers were from the New York
· City ballet company, who according to Jennie, are
some of America's greatest dance masters. She also
had lessons from members of the Hungarian ballet
company.
"Being a ballerina takes many hours of hard work
and practice," Jennie said. Although not practicing
extensively now, while prima she practices four
hours a day. She has participated in many dance
festivals and has also performed in such community
player productions as "Carousel".
·Asic;le from her busy dancing routine Jennie leads
an active social and ·academic schedule. She is a
member of Alpha Chi Omega sorority and was also

one of Marshall's four Mountain State Forest
Festival princesses earlier this month in Elkins.
Although dancing takes up many hours, Jennie
has always being among the top in her classes. A
marketing and retailing major, she has maintained
over a three point average while still being active in
her.social life and dancing lessons.
Perhaps her first professional job will be this
summer if she decides to accept an offer to dance in
the annual productions of "Honey in the Rock" and
"The Hatfields and McCoys," shown alternately at
Grandview State Park in Beckley.
Jennie may be seen by Marshall students this
year as she is considering auditioning for some of
the University Theater productions.
Emphasizing the many good points of dancing,
Jennie stressed, "dancing helps one learn correct
breathing ·techniques and helps in controlling
muscles and develops good coordination."

JOIN TODAY
Your New Marshall .U. Boat Club
10th Street and River

Buddy Myers,Manager
Membership . $5, but you get your money

back from the profits of the club.

We offer a wholesome recreation center for singing, dancing, boating, swimming,
sun bathing, interfrat boat racing, regatt~s in May. Pot parties not allowed. LSD
not on menu, iust hot dogs, hamburgers, milkshakes, cokes, and beer.

doughnuts and coffee after the

HQmemming

dance Saturday,

Od.

Also free

24, wW,

hio

playing frun 2--4 am. Present LO. Card at door.
Ed Sigler co-manager, president Marshall Alumni, Cabell County Chapter

Phone 529-6344

Phone 529-6344
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